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,stract: locally Hausdorff topologies preserve 
tines ac, closed subsets? Can a square have distinct, compact Hausdorff topologies that preserve 
vertical and horizon!al segments? The answer to both questions is yes, as demonstrated by ex- 
amples in this paper. A characterization of the square (2-&l) is given in terms of the preserva- 
tion of vertical and horizontal segments as closed,, connected subsets, but it is stated that no 
similar characterization of the plane was found. 
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The following question ~3s brought to my attention by Joseph Diestel 
and Kay Sorenson. Carl the plane hate distinct, locally compact Hausdorff 
topologies tM preserve lines as closed subsets? A.H. Stone asked a sirni- 
lar question. Can a square have distinct., compact Hausdorff topologies 
l eserve vertical alld harizontal segments? The answer 10 both ques- 
tions is yes, as we shall demonstr;~te b low. 
It is natural tlo ask, what additioml conditl:ons would be sufficient to 
topologically characterize the plalqe and the square (Z&cell). In Sectior! 3 
all investigate this ques 
characterizations of 2-di 
connected, mctrizable space.) In fat:, as seen by the examples in Section 
ctriZ3bility alone does t seem to play a central role. The situation 
Ikent in the case of a nkov, skian metric [ 21, and we shall state a 
:il result in Section 3. 
he reader may consult [ 31 and [4] for references in general topology. 
et I?2 denote the Euclidean plane and U the usual topology for I?*, 
induced by the Euclidean metric. Suppose T is a topology f’or R* 
andj: (R*, T) + l(R*, U) is the identity function. We shall say T is line 
gresevvkg if for each line L of R*, L is a closed subset of (R*, T) and j I L 
imbedding. In Theorem 1 we shall prove the existence of a locally 
compact: metriz;sblej line preserving topology T for R2, such that T + U. 
Let f: fR*, U) + (X, S) be a bijective function which is not a 
homeomdrphism. If (X, S) is locally compact alld metrizahle, and for 
every line & in R 2, f 1.L is an imbcdding onto a closed subset of (X, S), 
n P = {f-l (Vj 1 V E S] is a line preserving, locally compact, metriz- 
le topology for R* such chat T # U. 
There exists local&: compact, metrizable, line preserving 
for R2 such at T is, not the Euclidean topology of R*. 
t h : (I?*, U ) z (R*, U) be the homeomorphism defined as fo1- 
* 
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so doesx *y” = (y -b)/liZ for (x, y) E L * Thus for 
a, the intersection of lz(L:~ 1 {(x,v) E &qx g a 
he map g sends the lane onto a subset of@ 
upper half of the X-Z plane, a semicircular surface attached to it, and at- 
tached to this semicircular surface, a sinusoidal s ce converging I to- 
wards a strip in the upper half of the x-z fashion that: the 
sin( 1 /x) curve converges to a segment of 
(X, S) =g(R2) with the inherited topology is a closed, an 
tally compact subspace of (R3, ff ‘). Furthermore (X, S) is metrkable, 
but is not locally connected. 
Let f = g&z: (R2, U) + (X,S). Then aI the conditions of Lemma 1 are 
satisfied by f, as can be determined by direct computation. In fact f is 
continuous, but f is not a homeomorphism because (X, S) is not loca 
connected. I-Iorizontal lines in R2 are carried by j‘ts lines in R3 
to the x-axis in R3. All other lines -ire carried to topological ines wh 
x-coordinates eventually increase (morotonacally) without boun 
f imbeds every line L in (R2, Cl) onto a closed subset of (R 3, U’) so that 
f(L) is closed in (X, S). The hypotheses of Lemma 1. are satisfied; this 
concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let S = {(x, y) E _R2 10 < x < 1 and 0 < y < 1) denote the unit square 
in R2, and U0 be the topc!ogy inherited by S from (R2, U). Suppcse 7 
is a topology for S and j: (S, 7) - (S, tiO) is the identity function. We 
shall say T Preser”cs vertical and ho, dzoa-ztal segments if for each verti- 
rizontal segment L of S, L is a closed subset 
. LetX=S\(l,l),L1 = {(x,y)EXl 
((x,y) E Xly = l}_ f f: X -3 Y is a function and 
let ydenotr: the extension off to 
in the one-point ation 
F ok e to 
Lemma can be wd by routine me 
et U’ denote th clidean to~~ology 
here exists a compact, metriza le topology T for the unit 
uare S such that 7”’ is not the Euclidean topology, but ‘6- preserves verfi- 
ntal segments. 
= ((XJ)E R2\y > 0). There is a homeomorphism hX.2 Rf. 
fine a continuous function g, R? + (P, U’) by 
(XY9 0) CKyc 1, 
(x, LY-0 l,<yG2, 
8kY) = (x,{27Fy)/(2n-2), 1) 2<y< 27r, 
ki sin Y 1112, WY) 2nG Y. r 
, and (Y, S ) == f(R$ ), where S is the topology inherited from 
hen (Y,S) i is ocally compact and met&able, so that (y,s”, 
&s compact and metrizable. Since g is injective, f = go/2 : X + Y is a con- 
tinucus bijeciive function. It is not difficult to see, by arguments imilar 
those used in the proof of Theorem 1, that all the conditions of 
mrla 2 are met, and since (Y, T) is not locally connected, f is not a 
homecm3rphism. Therefore J = {F-1( V) 1 V E 3; is a compact, metriz- 
le topclogy for S that prese:\ves vertical and horizontal segments, and 
UO* 
square Z? in terms 
e shall first intro- 
nly the sufficiency r ires proof. Suppose tl ant 
of S. Let L be a clo segmen% that se:parates a 
tz and b lie in different quasicomponents of the open subset S \ L 
{S, T), and this implies T is a pology. Since both T and 
ausdorff topologies, if we can prove UO c 7, t 
that T contains a subbasis of UOe 
Suppose L is a horizontal or vertical segment of (S: ‘r) and L se 
two points a and b of S. Since all vertical and horizontal se 
(S, T) are connected, it is easy to see that & must int5-sect the comGna- 
torial boundary of S in exactly two points, and t 31 L is the disjoint 
I of two sets U, V which are elements of bo apologies T’ and 
The col!ec;ion of such horizontal and vertical open Yices” of S is ;3 sub- 
basis of UO. This subbasi; is contained in 7 and we conclude that T = LO. 
y. Suppose P is a topolog; for the unit square S. Then T is the 
an topology U, for S if and only if (S, l’) is compact, 7_ 
vertical and horizontal segments, and for each Ipair of points ir’ 
S there is either a vertical or a horizontal segment hat separal.es a fro 
b. 
UnfortunateIy, we do not know sf any similar characterization o 
. However, the interested reader may consult 1’7.3 of [ 21, whit 
e stated as follows. 
A Minkowski metric in I?* is (topologically) equivalent o 
the Euclidean metics associated with I?“. 
ere, a metrc d is Minkowski if d preserves 
lilies amI d preserves midpoints. Specifically, a 
an, El., Thle geometry of geodesics (Academi 
dji, J., Topotogy (A.llyn and Bacon, Boston, 
-sphere conjecture, Amer. J. U965) 47B-50ll. 
e 2-ceil as a partially ordered space, cifk J. Math. 30 (1959) 82% 
rqxn, EA., &I some characterizations of Mimensional manifolds, Duke Math. J. 
